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Aerial view of the rugged San 

Pedro Martir range just south of the 

border in Baja California. Looming 

in the distance is mighty Cerro de la 

Encantada (El Picacho del Diablo), 

which has defeated many climbers in 

their attempt to climb it. 

Below: The last few feet to the 

Devil's Picacho. Note massive gran-

ite slabs. 

Photos by John Robinson 



Left to right: Green Mountain Bearpaw, 10" x 36"; home made, 10" x 42"; Cross Country, 10" x 46"; Yukon, 10" x 58"; 
Beavertail, 12" x 34"; rebuilt Bearpaw, 10" x 26". 

Snowshoeing is mistakenly regarded at times 
as a sport requiring skills somewhat similar to 
skiing. However, unless something new has been 
discovered in the past fifteen years of which I am 
not aware, snowshoes are still used to get around 
in the hills in the winter without need of great 
skill. Once one gets used to hiking with these 
caterpillar treads on the feet, he has learned 
"snowshoeing." 

A simple movement helps make A kickturn on 
a switchback on a steep slope. Other "gimmicks" 
will be learned, such as stamping each snowshoe 
into the snow when going up steep places. But 
for general travel by snowshoe one will use the 
same techniques as those applied in trail hiking. 
The only major problem will be that of stepping 
on one's own feet when impeded by snowshoes. 

Recently there have been several improve-
ments in snowshoe design. Generally in the Cas-
cades one may encounter snow conditions that 
include icy patches under low-elevation trees, 
breakable crust, slush, and deep powder — all in 
a one-day trip. To meet all these varied conditions 
is not a real problem with snowshoes, since the 
different designs are not excessively different 
in performance. 

The best compromise is the shorter, light-
weight snowshoe. These handle more easily, are 
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less tiring to carry all day on the feet, and don't 
sink much more deeply into powder snow than 
the longest model. Since one pound on the foot 
equals five on the back, the weight of the snow-
shoe is a major factor to be considered. 

The Tubbs Cross-Country design, 10 in. x 46 
in., has reduced by ten inches the length of the 
old Yukon, or Trail model, mostly off the front. 
The Yukon snowshoe is usually too long in the 
front, and in deep powder snow the toes will load 
up so that when taking a step, the toe will stay 
down until the snow is laboriously shaken off. 
The Cross Country is therefore one of the best 
improvements yet. A smaller model, 8 in. x 40 in., 
weighs less and is easier to edge into a slope, but 
is almost too small when in soft snow. 

The Tubbs Green Mountain Bear Paw, 10 in. x 
36 in., corrects the weakest points of the old bear 
paw, which was shorter, wider, and flat. The toes 
on the Green Mountain turn up, preventing much 
of the problem of the flat design running under 
the snow when going downhill. The narrower 
width makes walking more comfortable, edging 
easier, and the rounded tails provide greater sur-
face with shorter length than the usual pointed 
tails. 

Neoprene coated nylon webbing is used on the 
Westover Beavertail design snowshoe, rather 



ON SNOWSHOES 
By Gene Prater 

than rawhide. Snow doesn't stick to it, and it 
won't soak up water which adds unnecessary 
weight to the shoe. Repair should also be easier 
to make. The 11 in. x 32 in. design may be too 
small to support average and heavy persons in 
soft snow. Therefore, the next size larger, 12 in. 
x 34 in., since it has more surface, would be a 
better compromise for most people. These are 
the first commercially made snowshoes of good 
design for mountain snowshodng, and are small 
and lightweight. There have been home-made 
snowshoes around for years, of every design, 
large and small, but these described are the only 
ones commercially made that this writer has 
used. 

In buying snowshoes there are only four or 
five points to consider. The we'ght, length, and 
width are most important. The small snowshoes 
will weigh two to three pounds, and the old 
varieties four to five pounds. The older models 
are from 48 to 62 inches long, these new ones 32 
to 46 inches long. It is obvious that a long snow-
shoe will be more difficult to handle, especially 
for short people in deep snow on steep slopes. 

A wide snowshoe forces one to walk with 
feet separated, which is more tiring, so the 10-
inch width has been about as wide as this writer 
cared to go. The Westover Beavertail design  

snowshoe, rapidly tapering from the widest point 
to the tail and toe, permits them to be overlapped 
for easier walking, while the Tubbs, with paral-
lel sides, is more difficult to handle. 

The tips should turn up at least three or four 
inches to prevent running under and tripping 
when plunge-stepping downhill. The toes should 
be short, no more than one-third of the overall 
snowshoe length from the place the bindings 
attach to the front tip. This helps eliminate the 
fronts loading up with snow 'so that they must 
be "wrestled" up each step. Tails, in other words, 
should be noticeably heavier than the toes. 

Compared to skiing downhill in good condi-
tions, snowshoes are pitifully slow. But with 
usual Cascade Mountain snow conditions, which 
vary greatly within small areas, only an expert 
skier will make better time than the snowshoer. 
There is also little danger that the snowshoer 
will injure himself in a fall. 

So, if one desires solitude, away from the cities 
and congested ski hills, get on a pair of snow-
shoes. About a half mile from the road one can 
find winter wilderness as pretty in its way as the 
best available in the summer. One may enjoy the 
thrill of breaking trail across untrodden slopes. 
Next snowfall will leave it so another person 
can enjoy the same pleasure in the same place. 
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Enroute to Mount Sanford. Mount Sanford from the west. 

ID E rr I N A. rr 10 ms.T.  : 

The station master was angry because we 
hadn't checked our 115-pound packs, our parents 
were taking pictures, telling us to be careful, and 
wondering why we HAD to go; but the train 
wasn't moving. When it did move, we breathed a 
sigh of relief. 

Jon Marshall and I were on our way to Mt. 
Sanford, 16,237', in the Wrangle Range of South-
eastern Alaska, thirty 'miles southeast of the 
Glenn Highway at Chistochina. 

We left Portland, Oregon the morning of June 
18th by train. That evening we arrived in Van-
couver, B.C. and took a bus to Hope. We carried 
our gear to a spot near the railroad tracks as it 
offered a good place to spend the night. We were 
soon sleeping. 

The next morning we began hitchhiking. We 
waited a disheartening seven hours before anyone 
stopped, then we rode all day to Quesnel, 330 
miles from Hope. Almost as soon as we were let 
off, we got another ride. About the time we 
realized the driver had been drinking heavily, he 
asked Jon to drive. As he finished off the rest 
of his bottle, he told us of his many and varied 
problems. It was still light when we got out at 
Prince George. After some food at the local A&W, 
we set up camp behind some bushes just off the 
highway. 

The morning of June 20th was pleasant until 
we learned from a passing motorist that we were 
on the wrong road. He told us to hike back up the 
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road about a mile to the junction. We struggled 
up a long hill to the proper road where we got 
another ride to Windy Point and finally to Daw-
son Creek — Mile "0" of the Alaska Highway. 

Next morning we got a ride in the back of a 
pickup truck. The driver got out and told us to 
get comfortable because it was going to be a long 
rough trip. This was a good time to try out my 
down pants; Jon used his sleeping beg. The driver 
told us that we hadn't been in the "north woods" 
long and would sweat with all our clothes on and 
then freeze. Actually, at the first stop I got out 
my sleeping bag. After seven hours of rain, dust, 
wind, and cold, we stopped for some coffee. We 
drove on to Fort Nelson in the rain and dark, 
where the driver took us to a small camp spot 
and started telling us how to make camp. 

"Well up here in the north woods we just take 
and put our canvas over our parkas and stay 
warm. If ya never done it before, it's kinda hard." 

He instructed us to place one of our "Can-
vases" (plastic tarps) on the ground, put our 
"parkas" (sleeping bags) down next, and finally 
the other "canvas" over the entire mess. The last 
tarp was to be tucked under to form a good seal. 

"That way you'll be dry in the morning." 
After he drove off, we organized our equip-

ment and set up our tent, (which he claimed 
didn't work in the north woods) , and we won-
dered if he had ever slept between two plastic 
tarps. Of course, the condensation would have 



Davis just above the cornice. The south side of Mount Sanford. 

AC CD MY INT INT B' CD ER, 
By Ted M. Davis 

had us soaking wet in the morning. 
In the morning it was still raining and the 

mosquitoes were out. Twenty-six hours passed 
before we got a ride out of Fort Nelson. During 
our long stay, we found the people very sus-
picious and afraid of strangers. Jon walked into 
a cafe and everyone stopped talking and just 
stared. Then they started whispering and 
pointing. 

Our next ride was with a man looking for work 
in Whitehorse or Dawson. Later that day we had 
a flat tire and soon discovered that our equip-
ment had a thick layer of dirt on it due to the 
open trunk and dusty road. We got the tire fixed 
and drove on. Then the fuel pump gave out — 
then another flat tire. 

The following day we drove a few more miles 
before the fuel pump broke again. Two boys in a 
Ford Econoline stopped and Jon started talking 
fast. He quickly told them what we were doing 
and where we were going. They offered us a ride 
to Alaska. 

Finally arriving at Chistochina we sorted our 
gear and set up camp in a nearby clearing. We 
couldn't see Mt. Sanford because of cloud and 
rain. While Jon went to sleep, I had a hamburger 
and was approached by a bush pilot — Tom Nicol. 
He offered to fly us to 4300 feet (five to seven 
days of walking) for $12 each. 

The next morning Tom took Jon and half the 
gear first in his small, two-seater crop dusting  

plane. In three-quarters of an hour I was heading 
toward Mt. Sanford. We landed on a runway 500 
feet long, the gear was unloaded, Tom was paid 
and he flew away. The runway was owned by Ron 
Hayes, an outfitter in the area. He had built a 
hut, 12' x 12', painted green. We named it "The 
Green Hut". 

We progressed slowly across the tundra. Jon 
decided to take his 115 pounds in one load while 
I took mine in two. Either method proved 
extremely exhausting. In two days we moved our 
equipment to Base Camp above what we named 
the Chocolate Cake Glacier because of the rocks 
on its surface that gave it a chocolate color. 

Next day, July 1st, we were hit by a storm 
which lasted for six days. With ten days supply 
of food (not counting emergency food and fuel), 
we worked our way up to 6500 feet where we set 
up camp at the base of a ridge. During a four-day 
stay at this camp we became very discoureged. 
With our dwindling supplies, every day lost re-
duced our chances of reaching the summit. We 
invented all kinds of games, told jokes and walked 
around in the storm from time to time. 

Fortunately, July 6th was clear, cold and wind-
less. With high spirits we began the ascent. From 
Camp II we walked up the easy snow slope and 
ridge to a little peak, then along the south side 
scree past numerous and weirdly shaped gen-
darmes. We climbed to the summit of Peak No. 1. 

to page 7, please 
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from page 5 

8,100', followed by some easy climbing to Peak 
No. 2. On the saddle between Peak No. 2 and 3, 
we mad p camp on a small platform at 8;000'. 

On the north side, 2,000' below, was the great 
cirque of the Chocolate Cake Glacier that ends in 
a 4,000-foot ice wall. Avalanches were constantly 
crashing down the face. Still farther to the north 
we could see the Copper and Chistochina Rivers, 
and 200 miles away, Mt. McKinley. To the south 
was what we named Chistochina Glacier, the 
southwest ridge, Mt. Drum, and the Wrangle and 
Chugach Ranges. As the sun went low in the sky 
and started its journey around the horizon, thou-
sands of tiny lakes appeared as mirrors on a 
vast black plane below. The air, the sky, the 
mountain were for the moment peaceful. 

The next morning was cold, but the sky was 
clear and the snow excellent. The snow was soft 
enough that crampons were not needed and one 
could easily kick steps, yet hard enough so one 
could walk on the surface. It was a beautiful 
climb over the third peak to the Lunch Ledge at 
the base of the avalanche slopes. After a brief 
lunch, Jon led up the shorter, steeper slope with 
avalanche cord attached. Then I came up and 
led the longer avalanche slope to the top where 
we set up a windy camp. 

The following morning was windy and snow 
plumes flew from the huge cornices above us. Jon 
led off, kicking steps. At the top of a steep ice 
pitch, I carefully led up a corniced ridge to a very 
insecure stance below a three-foot cornice that 
blocked our path. On one side was a 70-degree ice 
wall that dropped 3,000 feet to the Chocolate 
Cake Glacier and the other was a steep chute 
fifteen feet long that ended in vertical cliffs that 
fell away 3,000 feet to the Chistochina Glacier. 

Jon carefully belayed me as I started chopping 
through the cornice. After I had made a large 
enough hole, I started up over the lip. As soon as 
I started up, realized the hole wasn't quite big 
enough for my pack, too. I had my lead over the  

lip, but couldn't bring the rest of my pack or 
body over. I carefully descended. The next time I 
did better but found I was in an awkward posi-
tion with my feet dangling over the cornice, my 
face forced against the ice by my heavy pack, 
and the ice blowing into my face, covering my 
goggles so I couldn't see. After a few minutes of 
this torture, I was able to get over the edge and 
belay Jon up. Below the cornice the wind wasn't 
bad, but above it was terrible. 

We were walking near thirty-foot cornices try-
ing to pick a route between them and the steep 
ice cliffs on the other side. We clirdoed for several 
hours over glaze ice, covered with a foot and a 
half of powder snow. After taking a short fall, 
dropping into several crevasses and being blown 
down several times, we were finally above the 
ice falls and had completed the ridge. Here we 
quickly made Camp V at 11,000 feet. From here 
it would be a clear shot to either summit. 

But the next morning the weather looked bad, 
and our supplies were nearly exhausted so we 
made the decision to retreat. On the way down, 
the snow became very soft and ideal for ava-
lanches. By rolling a snow ball off the north side, 
we could cause huge avalanches onto the Choco-
late Cake Glacier. Hour after hour we went down 
in deteriorating weather and finally got back to 
Camp II after an exhausting day. 

The next day we headed to Base Camp. On the 
way down to the glacier, we came upon a herd of 
about fifty caribou. First they would run one way 
and then the other. We moved almost into their 
midst before they kept running in one direction. 
That night we ate an especially fine meal at 
Base Camp. 

The next three days involved carrying our 
heavy packs 25 miles to the Copper River 
through mosquitoes, flies, bogs, streams, swamps, 
moose, bear, and dense forest. When we reached 
the Copper River we were very glad to be free of 
the "Alaskan Jungle". We built a small raft and 
Jon floated across, borrowed a boat and returned 
for me and our gear. 
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Wotan from Cape Royal. 

Familiarity may breed contempt most of the 
time, but not where the Grand Canyon is con-
cerned. I have spent more days than there are in 
one year finding routes through the remote 
areas, but I am still keen to see and know more. 
When Bill Martin, a colleague on the Arizona 
State College faculty, suggested a canyon flight, 
I accepted enthusiastically. 

Like any novice, I still watch for the moment 
that the wheels leave the ground. Bill slowly 
swung Tex Wright's charter plane to the north-
west and we were on our way. We rose above the 
cinder hills and dry lakes west of Flagstaff and 
cruised over the forest of Arizona's northland. To 
the east the San Francisco Peaks loomed above 
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the little craft and the ski trails of the Snow Bowl 
showed as on a map. 

We saw a rain squall off to the west, and Bill 
remarked that we might get our windshield 
washed. Very soon we sailed from sunshine into 
the drumming of big raindrops. In minutes we 
were through the shower and were wondering 
about a ranch house below us, many miles from 
the nearest highway. Where once a stagecoach, 
with relays of fresh horses, had carried passen-
gers from Flagstaff to the canyon in ten hours, 
we had flown up in 30 minutes. 

A little girl upon seeing the canyon for the 
first time is supposed to have said "Mommy, 
what happened ?" After standing on the rim so 



AN Y P 
By J. H. Butchart 

Photos by the Author 

many times, I have lost this sense of shock and 
wonder. However, it still jars me to be flying 
along a few hundred feet above the forest and 
then suddenly see nothing below. My subcon-
scious may be playing with the consequences of a 
forced landing! In less time than it takes to say 
it, we were away from the cars crawling along 
the rim road and were out over the great depths 
of the canyon. 

The primary purpose of the flight was to help 
me gage possible hiking and climbing routes, but 
I had to force myself out of a daze, a blurring 
sense of wonder at the whole great gorge. I told 
myself that I was here to learn something rather 
than to be overwhelmed by the grandeur of 
it all. 

Those who haven't penetrated a wilderness 
area on foot don't get the full thrill from flying 
over it. I once flew over the Navaho Reservation, 
Glen Canyon, Rainbow Bridge, and Monument 
Valley with an archeologist, Bob Euler, and a 
river runner, Gene Foster. We all enjoyed the 
whole flight but it was interesting to see each 
passenger reach a higher pitch of excitement as 
he recognized something he had been to on foot. 
Now Bill was taking me over places I had spent 
hard sweaty days to reach. There were Sheba and 
Solomon Temples below, both unclimbed. I hoped 
I would remember the best routes I could see 
from above. I had scouted both from the ground,  

but I was still not sure I could climb them. The 
aerial view can make them seem easier or harder 
than they really are. 

Soon we were passing along the west side of 
Vishnu Temple, a desert Matterhorn with ter-
races. For once it didn't seem so terrifying. I 
remembered that Merrel Clubb had climbed it 
twice and I wondered whether I would ever make 
the attempt. I had three cameras in my lap, 
but I was afraid I might be missing some vital 
pictures. I tried to burn many scenes into my 
memory. Soon we were between Cape Royal and 
Wotan's Throne and I glanced at the projecting 
ridge presumably used by the 1937 climbing 
party. It didn't look good. Out of the right win-
dow I saw the place west of Cape Royal where we 
were almost able to get down through the Coco-
nino Sandstone. A nervier climber, Donald Davis, 
had done this and had even found an old cairn 
below. Up Clear Creek to the north I recognized 
Cheyava Falls coming out of its cave 150 feet 
below the rim of the Redwall. I was awed by the 
recollection that three different parties had used 
ropes to come down from the plateau and enter 
this water-filled cavern. 

Bill next swung by the north rim to see wheth-
er I could spot the place where Clubb and Wing 
had come off the rim when they were trying to 
climb Brahma Temple. Neither side of Point Ariel 
looked easy, but I would bet on the ravine be- 
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tween Ariel and Obi Points. We then turned 
south and flew between Brahma and Zoroaster. I 
couldn't decide where one should tackle Brahma, 
but it would surely be easier than Zoroaster, the 
monolith to the south that has been climbed at 
least three times. From here the plane droned 
across the great gulf of Bright Angel Canyon and 
passed the towering Buddha sitting impassively 
as its namesake. After crossing Phantom Canyon, 
I had a look at the place in the Redwall east of 
Isis where the Clubbs, father and son, had come 
up the main cliff only to be frustrated by the less 

impressive Supai Sandstone. After many spine-
tingling climbs, young Roger Clubb had been 
killed by a flash flood while trying to save his 
eight-year-old son. I decided that I would never 
follow the Clubbs up this route since I already 
knew three easier ways to reach the same place. 

Moments later we were passing the route 
through the Redwall up the south side of the 
Shiva-Isis Saddle. Emery Kolb had shown it to 
me, and I had been over it twice. Next my eye 
followed the Redwall rim south of Shiva where 
Allyn Cureton and I had walked to the Shiva- 
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Osiris Saddle. On the southwest shoulder of Shiva 
deer can get up the Coconino Sandstone. The few 
successful human climbers of Shiva have used the 
cracks and ledges on the opposite side since that 
route is so much shorter. After a quick shot with 
the 35 mm, we veered south to hook around 
Osiris. 

If Osiris was ever climbed it was in 1891 by R. 
B. Stanton, John Hislop, and Elmer Kane. Stan-
ton was the leader of a survey crew going 
through the canyon by boat to study the prob-
lems connected with building a railroad along the 
bottom. He took a break from this work and with 
substantial help from his companions may have 
climbed Osiris. His field notes don't make this 
clear, but in a book he says they reached the top. 
Here again the Supai Sandstone seems to be more 
of an obstacle than the impressive Redwall below. 
With only time for an ambiguous picture and the 
thought that this climb would require water for 
more than a day, we were headed across Dragon 
and Crystal Creeks. Only two weeks before I had 
been down below walking from the desert-type 
vegetation of the broad basin into the shady 
recesses of the upper gorge. I remembered seep 
springs among the ferns with firs and maples 
casting green shadows. Shade from the canyon 
walls must make the difference, creating a habi-
tat usually found higher than the ponderosa 
forest on the rim 2500 feet above. The plane kept 
on and I had no time to spot the natural bridge I 
had seen from the ground. We buzzed past 
Dragon's Head on which Dirk Springorum and I 
had scored a first ascent twelve months before. 

Too brief a glance gave me the false assurance 
that the Redwall at the upper end of Crystal 
would give me no more trouble than it had at the 
upper ends of both arms of Dragon Creek. There 
I had succeeded, but three weeks later I was to 
fail in an attempt to come down through the 
Redwall at the upper end of Crystal. If there is 
a way, it is on the west side farther south. 

In 1944 three airmen bailed out of a plane and 
parachuted down on the Tonto Plateau west of  

the mouth of Tuna Creek. They were located 
quickly and were supplied by airdrop until a 
way was found to lead them up to Point Sublime. 
No precise record had been kept of this route and 
one of my main objectives was to locate this 
climber's trail. I had contradictory opinions from 
Clubb and Marston, the river expert and his-
torian, as to where the route lay. The aerial view 
soon convinced me that Marston was right. R. E. 
Lawes and Joel McRae must have found the way 
from the west of the Point Sublime road to the 
saddle between Flint Creek and Tuna. The way 
down the Supai and Redwall south of the saddle 
looked easy. Three weeks later I was back on 
foot and found five little surprises in the Redwall 
ravine. Three times I had to use my hands and 
twice I had to bypass falls on talus slopes. At one 
place in particular overhanging dry falls came to 
the canyon walls, but they were separated by a 
spur promontory. Investigation of this spur pro-
duced a climbable crack and below one fall there 
was plenty of water in a pothole. 

Some regard the view from Point Sublime as 
superior to that of any other point in the park. 
This may be because the canyon is only half as 
wide here as it is at the Other famous points. 
Perhaps the charm of the single lane dirt road 
through the forest helps account for this attitude. 
Sunset from Point Sublime, lighting the eastern 
temples and mesas, is unforgettable. We had just 
come between Point Sublime and the twin towers 
of Confucius and Mencius and now we were head-
ing across the Shinumo Amphitheater. There 
ought to be a branch road so that tourists could 
see this basin. Nowhere else in the Grand Canyon 
is such a broad area dissected so deeply. I im-
mediately recognized King Arthur and Guinevere 
Castles which I had climbed a fortnight earlier. 
Beneath the summit block of Guinevere a ruined 
dwelling and a storage bin proved that people had 
been living in this wilderness eight hundred years 
ago. Clubb and others had found ruins in the 
valleys we were passing so fast. Indians had 
found a veritable Shangri La at the bottom of the 
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Sheba Temple from the east. Solomon Temple. 

abysses now known by such romantic names as 

Modred and Gawain. Were they driven out by 

famine, disease, or war? It is anybody's guess. 

We were soon over Powell Saddle into the Thun-

der River drainage. I looked to the left at the 

imposing slopes of Steamboat Mountain where a 

companion and I had scored another first ascent. 

We wheeled around it and dropped down over 

Stone Creek. George Beck, a cave explorer, had 

suspected a break in the Redwall above the upper 

springs, but the aerial view crushed this hope. 

The motor hummed at a lower pitch and the 

air grew oppressively warm as we dropped still 

lower and headed upstream through the Middle 

Granite Gorge of the Colorado. The next observa-

tion was supposed to settle an argument with 

P. T. Reilly, who has not only run the river 

numerous times but who also knows the canyon 

from the air better than anyone else. He has 

found Indian ruins on both sides of the Colorado 

above and below the mouth of Thunder River, 

and he has been looking for a way to come off the 
plateau down to the left bank. Furthermore, a 
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Supai Indian elder, Wahlin Burro, told Bob Euler 

that the Supais used to farm the delta at the 

mouth of Fossil Creek. On former trips I had 

learned how to come off the plateau and reach 

the Redwall rim above the mouth of Fossil. I had 

also arrived at the delta below by a very circui-

tous route, down the Bass Trail, along the Tonto, 

and finally along the bank of the Colorado. At 

first Reilly had suggested that there should be 

a descent via Specter Chasm, the next side can-

yon downstream from Fossil. After further ob-

servation, he reversed this opinion.In the mean-

time I had decided on the basis of inadequate 

views from the rim of Specter and from a previ-

ous flight that there should be a route down the 

Redwall. I even showed Wahlin Burro the map, 

but he couldn't remember how his father had 

taken him down. Of course we now swung the 

plane into Specter for a better look. It seemed 

fine to me, but after my recent bout with the 

similar ravine west of Point Sublime, I know I 

will have to cover it on foot before I prove 

anything. 



Steamboat Mountain from Saddle Canyon. Vishnu Temple from Newberry. 

When I walked from the Bass Trail to the 
mouth of Fossil I had seen an interesting break 
in the Redwall about a mile upriver from Fossil. 
At that time I couldn't spot a feasible route 
through the shale cliff below the Redwall. As Bill 
cruised by the place I became convinced that I 
could get down here too, but I will keep my 
fingers crossed until I do it. 

We rose steadily as we flew up canyon towards 
home. In passing Royal Arch Creek, we caught a 
glimpse of the small but shapely natural bridge 
that I had first reported to the rangers several 
years ago. My last objective was to note breaks 
in the rim of the Tonto Plateau between Bass and 
Slate Creeks. If one can get through the Tapeats 
Cliff, he is pretty sure to be able to get down the 
granite to the river. Here for the first time I 
regretted the lack of a map to consult because I 
became confused in identifying the side canyons. 
I took pictures but Dock Marston had to help me 
name them. Three weeks later when I came down 
from Point Sublime to the rim of the inner gorge 
west of Tuna Creek, I recognized two of the  

breaks I had photographed. 
For the rest of the trip I relaxed and enjoyed 

the view like any novice. One exception to this 
attitude occurred when I happened to look 
straight down on Pattie Butte, whose base I had 
circled on foot. This fairly close view had con-
vinced me that a climb would require hardware. 
From directly above, a vertical crack in the wall 
near the top caught my eye. I decided to give 
this butte another try. Eight days later a student, 
Jim David, and I were back on foot. We circled 
the butte at the base of the stubborn wall and 
then tried the crack. It, was wide enough for only 
one leg and the handholds were not of the best, 
but we made the first ascent. 

When one considers the cost of digging out 
canyon secrets, the sweat, scratches, and the 
general exhaustion, it seems like cheating to go 
sailing by the cliffs in a plane. However, this is 
not the ultimate in mechanical help. The well 
heeled climber will some day charter a helicopter 
to put him at the base of three or four buttes 
a day. 
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IE3a,j a•'s Alpine Oasis 
By John Robinson 

To most people, the mention of Baja California 
conjures up visions of border towns and fishing 
resorts, rutted and rock-bound jeep trails, and 
most of all, mile after endless mile of arid, cactus-
infested desert country. For all but a small frac-
tion of the peninsula's sun-baked surface, this 
description is only too valid. But there is another 
part of Baja also, a sharply contrasting high 
country where sharp granite peaks pierce the 
cool sky and stately pine forests abound in alpine 
splendor. This mountain wonderland is the rug-
ged Sierra de San Pedro Martir, where the long 
Baja California cordillera reaches its loftiest 
heights. Occupying the higher slopes and pla-
teaus of the San Pedro Martir, and continuing  

atop its sister range to the north, the Sierra 
Juarez, are the only extensive pine forests on 
the peninsula — beleaguered alpine islands of 
green amid a vast, inhospitable desert ocean of 
browns and grays. Thanks to poor access roads, 
few have entered or even approached this cool 
mountain country. 

The Sierra de San Pedro Martir is essentially 
a high, rocky, forest-covered tableland some 
seventy-five miles in length, about one hundred 
miles south of the California border. Geologically, 
the range is a great granitic fault block, bounded 
on the east and west by escarpments. The lower, 
more gradual western slope is largely made up of 
two or three parallel scarps with bench-like val-
leys nestled between. The eastern escarpment is 
far more spectacular, dropping sharply from the 
cool, pine-shaded plateau to the barren San Felipe 
Desert some 5000 to 8000 feet below. Deep, rug-
ged canyons flute this tremendous rampart, the 
largest being semi-circular Canon del Diablo. To 
the north, the sierra is bounded by San Matias 
Pass, a low, barren gap in the peninsula's long 
mountain backbone. In the south, this Range of 
the Martyred Saint Peter gradually loses stature 
until it meekly melts into the vast interior desert 
plain, making one last gasp for prominence at 
Cerro Matomi, the southern terminus of the 
sierra. 

The heart of the San Pedro Martir is a veri-
table fairyland when contrasted to its barren and 
inhospitable surroundings. It consists of a vast, 
gently-sloping plateau, 6000 to 9000 feet in eleva-
tion, about forty miles long and ten miles wide. 
This sprawling tableland, occupying most of the 

* This article is based on the forthcoming book EXPLORING 

BAIA'S HIGH COUNTRY. A subsequent article, will cover 

the Sierr(! Juarez. 
to page 18, please 
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The western trail to 

La Grulla crosses La Zanja, one of 

the few running streams on 

the San Pedro Martir 

plateau. 

Photo by Louise Werner 
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Sierra Club party 

entering the imposing 

granite portal 

of rugged Canon del 

Diablo. 

Photo by John Robinson 
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The forked summit of 

la Encantada (El Picacho 

Iel Diablo) from the floor of 

the San Felipe Desert. 

Photo by John Robinson 
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northern half of the range, encompasses a series 
of wide, nearly-flat valleys separated from one 
another by low, rocky ridges. Huge granite boul-
ders are piled high and strewn afar, as if the 
whole country was once a giant's playground. 
Rich forests of stately Yellow Pine, supplemented 
here and there by clusters of Sugar Pine, Cypress, 
and Incense Cedar dominate the broad valleys. On 
the higher ridges grow stands of Lodgepole Pine, 
White Fir, and Aspen. Some of these trees, 
notably the White Fir with its thick, bluish-
tinged needles, have developed their own unique 
characteristics, born of long isolation from their 
sister species to the north. In contrast to the 
dense, nearly-impenetrable thickets of Chaparral 
that blanket the western foothills of the range, 
underbrush on the plateau is virtually absent, 
giving the pine forests the appearance of a well-
kept, spacious park. 

Breaking the monotony of the pine forests are 
numerous flat, grassy meadows, the remnants of 
ancient lakebeds. These clearings vary in size 
from a few acres to vast openings of several 
square miles such as Vallecitos, La Encantada, 
La Grulla, and Santa Rosa. Since Spanish mission 
days, these open grasslands have been utilized 
from time to time for cattle grazing purposes. 
Mexican or Indian vaqueros can occasionally be 
see shepherding small herds of cattle to summer 
pasture in these meadows, often the only signs 
of human life for miles around. 

Wildlife in the San Pedro Martir is fairly abun-
dant but timid and seldom seen. Deer gingerly 
roam the vast forested plateau. Mountain Lion 
stalk their unsuspecting prey from rocky lairs on 
the pine-clad ridges. Big Horn Sheep scale the 
airy ledges and crags of the eastern scarp. Wild 
ducks breed their young in the marshy waters of 
La Grulla, while, quail scamper up and down 
through the brush-covered foothills. Also fitting 
into nature's life pattern are bobcats, foxes, coy-
otes, squirrels, rabbits, rattlesnakes, and numer-
ous species of birds. 

Dominating all is the magnificent double- 
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summitted mountain peak that crowns not only 
the San Pedro Martir but all of Baja California. 
The Mexican government has named this peak 
Cerro de la Encantada (Mountain of the Enchan-
ted) and this designation now appears on most 
maps, but to those who live on nearby ranchos, 
and to mountaineers who have challenged its 
airy crags, it will always be El Picacbo del Diabio 
(Peak of the Devil). The Spanish called it La 
Providencia (The Providence), supposedly be-
cause moisture of its melting snows wa s con-
sidered a gift of Providence to the thirsty desert 
below. Cerro de la Encantada, El Picacho del 
Diablo, La Providencia — whatever one wishes to 
call it — its truly one of the finest mountains on 
the North American continent. Composed of huge 
slabs of fractured granite, precipitous, almost 
inaccessible, towering over 10,000 feet, the peak 
is a challenge to climb, a wonder just to look at. 
Strangely, this summit of the San Pedro Martir 
is not on the central massif of the range, but the 
high point of a sheer, pinnacled ridge that juts 
out boldly in a mighty arc, first east and then 
north from the main eastern escarpment. Stand-
ing on the rim of the plateau, one views with awe 
this huge granite picacho across the yawning 
chasm of Canon del Diablo, seemingly only a 
stone's throw away. Early climbers of the peak 
discovered to their discomfort and fatigue that 
this "stone's throw" was in reality an exceeding-
ly difficult journey of two days, necessitating 
first a steep descent of several thousand feet into 
the shaded bowels of the Devil's Chasm. From 
the desert floor to the east, where most of today's 
climbers begin their ascent*, the mighty picacho 
soars dizzily skyward like a giant sentinel, offer-
ing a perennial challenge to the finest of 
mountaineers. 

THE ROAD APPROACHES 
The Sierra de San Pedro Martir can be ap-

proached by car from both sides but not without 
difficulty. Steep and rocky jeep trails penetrate 
into the pines on the western slope. Below the 
'"For climbing route, see SUMMIT Dec. 1963 



eastern escarpment a dirt road, sometimes no 
more than sandy desert tracks, parallels the 
range for most of its length. Four-wheel-drive 
vehicles are recommended, although standard 
cars with high clearance can usually get within 
hiking distance of the sierra. Vehicles penetrat-
ing this wilderness should be in top mechanical 
condition with good tires and extra gas. It is 
best to travel in caravans of two or more cars. 
In the event of car trouble, it is a long, hot walk 
for help. 

The main west side approach is via the famed 
Meling Ranch, where guest accommodations and 
expert information about the high country are 
available. From Mexico Highway #1 paralleling 
the peninsula's west coast, 83 miles south of 
Ensenada, a wooden sign points east toward the 
ranch, 32 miles away over a well-graded dirt 
road. It is 16 miles from the Melings' to the pines. 
The first 10 to the abandoned gold diggings at 
Socorro are usually passable for high clearance 
standard cars. The last 6 into the pines at Corona 
de Abajo (Lower Corona) are steep and rocky, 
negotiable to four-wheel-drive vehicles and low 
gear, high clearance trucks only. Two alternate 
west side roads enter the sierra north and south 
of the Meling Ranch. A poor dirt road winds 26 
miles from the ranch into the northwest corner 
of the range, ending at Corral Sam. South of the 
ranch another dirt road makes its way about 24 
miles through hilly country to Santa Cruz, a 
cattle ranch in the foothills below the pines. From 
all three of these western roadheads trails pene-
trate into the San Pedro Martir high country. 

Over on the eastern desert side of the sierra, 
three approach routes can be used to reach the 
long, sandy Valle de San Felipe road that parallels 
most of the eastern escarpment. Ninety-six miles 
south of the Mexicali border crossing on Mexico 
Highway #5, a sign labelled "La Trinidad" points 
west. A dirt road passable to high clearance 
standard cars proceeds west 141/2  miles to a 
junction; 8 miles further on the left (south) fork 
the Valle de San Felipe road is reached. From the  

gulf fishing village of San Felipe another dirt 
road crosses 22 miles of desert to intersect the 
Valle road 8 miles south of the La Trinidad cut-
off. From the northwest a lengthy dirt road from 
Ensenada (100 miles) cuts through San Matias 
Pass to join the Valle road at its northern end. 
The Valle de San Felipe road itself can usually be 
negotiated by high clearance standard cars as far 
south as Arroyo El Cajon. Beyond this the road 
becomes increasingly poor until it fades out 
entirely near Arroyo Matomi, the southernmost 
canyon on the east side of the sierra. Short side 
roods approach most of the major canyons — 
north to south: Esperanza, El Diablo, Provi-
dencia, El Cajon, Agua Caliente, Parral, and Ma-
tomi. El Cajon and Agua Caliente have trails that 
ascend onto the plateau; rugged El Diablo is the 
standard approach route for the ascent of .the 
Devil's Picacho ; and Agua Caliente, Parral, and 
Matomi possess beautiful stands of Washingtonia 
and Blue Fan Palms, well worth a visit. 

ENTERING THE HIGH COUNTRY 
A successful backpack trip into the wild, beau-

tiful high country of the San Pedro Martir is a 
memorable experience. It is also an excursion 
that should never be undertaken without careful 
preparation. Problems are encountered that are 
seldom faced in the mountains of the United 
States. There are no really adequate maps of the 
sierra (maps that are available are too large-scale 
to show the detail necessary for mountain 
travel) . The visitor is forced to rely on second-
hand sketch maps, often unreliable or misleading. 
The main plateau consists of mile upon mile of 
forest and meadow country, all of it looking alike, 
with few distinguishing landmarks. A multitude 
of little-used cattle trails crisscross the tableland, 
and often the "main" trail is difficult to discern 
from intersecting side trails. Trails entering 
many of the larger meadows disappear into the 
grass, and it is often very difficult to find where 
they leave the meadow. No trail signs exist any-
where in the sierra. Unless accompanied by an 

to page 32, please 
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Energy Sequirements 

Energy is continuously used up by the human 
body in the performance of its many tasks. A 
certain "basal" amount of energy is required even 
if lying perfectly still in bed; this is used for the 
work of breathing, pumping blood, maintaining 
the body temperature and for every other bodily 
function. When exercise is taken, whether walk-
ing, shovelling snow or any other form of sport 
or manual labor, much more energy is required 
to perform this external work. Our main interest 
here is to find some simple method of estimating 
the amount of energy expended in mountain 
walking and from this reach a clearer under-
standing of the demands walking makes from us. 
Such knowledge would be particularly useful in 
the prevention of fatigue and exhaustion and in 
the estimation of how much energy must be 
provided by food. 

Before considering the energy expenditure of 
mountain walking we must briefly look at the 
amount of energy expended in everyday life to 
give us some index of reference. Human energy 
intake (food) and expenditure are measured in 
kilocalories (or calories) where one kilocalorie 
(kcal.) is the amount of energy required to raise 
the temperature of 1000 grams of water by 1°C. 
The average energy expenditure of an adult man 
in various occupations is as below: 
TABLE I 
Occupation Energy Expenditure 
Basal (lying in bed)  1500 kcals/day 

Sedentary occupation  2500-3000 kcals/day 

Heavy manual labor  4000-4500 kcals/day 
Most strenuous manual labor  7000 kcals/day 

The rate of energy expenditure during any 
activity can be found by measuring the oxygen 
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consumption during a typical period of that ac-
tivity. This can be done by breathing through a 
rather elaborate "gas-meter" strapped to the 
back. In this way we found that the average rate 
of energy expenditure for an adult man during 
typical mountain walking is as below: 
TABLE II  
Activity Energy Expenditure 
Sitting  1.5 kcals/min. 
Manual work  6-10 kcals/min. 
Walking on flat roads  6.5 kcals/min. 
Walking cross-country — 

descent  7 kcals/min. 
level  8.5 kcals/min. 
climbing steeply  11 kcals/min. 

From this it is clear that mountain walking, 
particularly if much steep climbing is involved, is 
extremely strenuous and if offered as a job 
would be rejected as much too hard work for 
the money! 

If we now note the time spent in each activity 
during a day's outing we may assess the energy 
expenditure for each activity by multiplying the 
rate of expenditure in that activity by the time 
spent in the activity. The total energy expendi-
ture for the day is then found by adding together 
the expenditures in every activity. In this way we 
obtained the "experimentally measured energy 
expenditures" in Table III. This is the most 
accurate experimental method suitable for use on 
a mountain, but even so, those marked "A" are 
only accurate to ± 5-10% whilst others are 
accurate to ± 10-20%. 

This method had to be used for the first 
measurements of the energy expenditure of 
mountain walking, but it is obviously much too 



of Mountain Walking 
By Gordon Waddell 

complicated to be used routinely by mountaineers 
untrained in the technique and without the 
necessary apparatus. A further disadvantage 
is that the result can only be worked out after the 
day is over. It would be preferable to have some 
simple method taking only a few minutes, requir-
ing no specialized training or apparatus and per-
mitting an estimate of the probable energy ex-
penditure before the expedition is undertaken. 

At our disposal we now had eighteen separate 
measurements of the energy expenditure of dif-
ferent expeditions. We had also details of the 

TABLE III EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF EQUATION 

Experiment 
Number 

Distance 

Roads Cross- 
Country 

- 

Height 
Climbed 

Energy Expenditure 

From Experimentally 
Equation Measured 

Notes 

Miles Miles Feet Kcals/ KcaIs/ 
day day 

1 4 1 600 1840 3040 M 

2 7 2 1900 2860 3110 

3 6 41/2  1750 3200 3580 M 

4 7 5%2.  3000 4000 3710 MA 

5 6 6 2000 3600 3780 M 

6 15 3 1750 3800 4100 

7 3 10 2550 4320 4110 

8 121/Z 5V2 1350 3890 4200 A 

9 4 11 2300 4520 4300 M 

10 6%2  101/2  2800 4870 4620 A 

11 6 9V2  2700 4580 4640 A 

12 5 12 3150 5160 4650 A 

13 13V2  9/2  3500 4850 4870 

14 10 8 7200 6480 6100 

15 26 9%2  3000 6700 6460 A 

16 6 12 6200 6480 6500 

17 9 9 7800 6820 6700 
18 33 16%2 2300 8520 8710 

Mean error (Nos. 2 — 18) 230 
"Notes" - referring to experimentally measured energy expenditure. 

M — mean of 2 - 3 comparable days 
A — most accurately measured (I 5 — 10%) 

route in each case. (Table III). What we next 
attempted was to produce an equation in which 
we could substitute the details of the route in 
order to obtain an estimate of the energy expen-
diture ("from equation") which agreed closely 
with the experimentally measured energy expen-
diture. Theoretical consideration suggested an 
equation of the form given below, and after some 
empirical adjustment the best agreement was 
found with the following equation: 

E -= 100 (10+R+2C+4H) 
where 
E =- energy expenditure (kcals/24 hours) 
R = distance on roads (miles/day) 
C = distance cross-country (miles/day) 
H = height climbed (thousands of feet/day) 

As an example of how this equation may be 
to next Page, please 

A meter strapped to the back measures oxygen consump-
tion during activity, from which the rate of energy expendi-
ture can be found. 
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used, we will assume that we are considering a 
one day expedition, which involves six miles on 
roads, six miles cross-country and two thousand 
feet of climbing. In this case — 

E = 100 (10+R+2C+4H) 
100 (10+ 6+2X6+4X2) 

= 100 (10+6+12+8) 
= 100 X 36 
= 3600 kcals/day. 

Table III shows the energy expenditure esti-
mated by this equation compared with the ex-
perimentally measured energy expenditure. 

On average the energy expenditure as esti-
mated from the equation agrees with the experi-
mentally measured energy expenditure to within 

2 -300 kcals/day. In view of the afore-men-
tioned error of the measurements the expenditure 
as determined by the equation is probably ac-
curate to within ± 10%. This is probably as 
accurate as can be attained in this way and is a 
close enough approximation to be of real value. 

At this point we have produced and proved a 
simple method whereby the energy expenditure 
of any proposed route can be predicted with 
reasonable accuracy. We must now have some 
equally simple method of interpreting these 
figures for energy expenditure in terms of our 
common experience of difficulty. Table IV sug-
gests possible meanings for these figures. 
TABLE IV 
A For a single day's expedition: 

Less than 2500 kcals — (figures for the energy 
expenditure are merely a guide) — a very 
easy day. 

2500-3000 kcals — (figures only approximate) 
— suitable for a beginner's first expedition 
or for very unfit people. 

3000-4000 kcals — (at or above this level the 
figures are accurate to ± 10%) a reasonable 
day for young, relatively inexperienced or 
not very fit people ; tiring but not too 
strenuous. 

4000-6000 kcals — a long, tiring day's walk but  

within the capabilities of most reasonably 
fit and experienced people over sixteen years 
of age. 

6000-8000 kcals — a full, strenuous day only 
suitable for fit, experienced people who are 
in training and willing to spend 12/18 hours 
on the move. 

8000-10,000 kcals an extremely strenuous day 
necessitating being on the move for most of 
the twenty-four hours; only to be under-
taken after several months of training by fit, 
experienced people and probably the upper 
limit for most mountaineers. 

over 10,000 kcals— (the equation is not proven 
for this range) — only for exceptional people 
after very strict training. 

B For Several days in succession: 
2500-3500 kcals/day — suitable for beginners, 

young, relatively unfit or inexperienced 
people. 

3500-4500 kcals /day — a fairly hard route and 
sufficient for most people. 

4500-5500 kcals/day — can only be kept up for 
more than 3-4 days by very fit people. 

over 5500 kcals/day — can only be kept up for 
more than 2-3 days by 'exceptional individu-
als after really strict training. 

The interpretation of these figures is to a 
certain extent elastic as there is considerable 
variation in individual ability to withstand high 
levels of energy expenditure. Each climber or 
group must therefore find by experience what 
level of expenditure is easy, hard or impossible, 
for himself or his party. Nevertheless the grad-
ing suggested in Table IV is probably a reason-
able one for most not over-energetic hikers. 
Reference to Table I shows that anything over 
about 4000 kcals/day may be counted as a hard 
day's work and it is worth remembering that 
most of us in our everyday lives only expend 
about 3000 kcals/day. It is also noteworthy that 
1000 feet of climbing is as demanding as two 
miles cross-country or 4 miles on roads. 
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It is hoped that the use of this equation to 
predict the energy expenditure and then the 
determination of the meaning of this figure from 
Table IV will be of value to all mountaineers, 
particularly beginners and those entrusted with 
the leadership or training Of young people. This 
information will enable the difficulty or "strenu-
ousness" of any proposed route to be estimated 
and should help to prevent the all too common 
mistake of over-estimating one's physical fitness 
and attempting a route outside one's capabilities. 
Adjustments and Limitations 

It is worth noting that there are several adjust-
ments which may be made to the figures obtained 
from the equation and that certain limitations 
should be borne in mind if the information it 
provides is to be usefully and intelligently utilized. 

Different people will obviously expend 
different amounts of energy in walking the same 
distance. The equation however, is based on an 
average person of body weight 140 lbs. To allow 
for individual variation the result obtained from 
the equation should be multiplied by 

body weight (lbs)  
140 

This, however, is only necessary if it is wished 
to determine how much energy should be provided 
in the diet. In considering how strenuous is a 
given route this adjustment is unnecessary as a 
heavier person should, if equally fit, be capable 
of expending a proportionately greater amount of 
energy than a lighter person. 

To allow for the extra energy required to 
carry a pack the estimated expenditure must be 
multiplied by a further factor of 

140 + pack weight (lbs) 
140 

This adjustment must be made in every case as 
the additional energy used in carrying a pack 
will affect both food intake and fatigue. 

The equation has been proven for a rate of 
cross-country walking of 2-3 m.p.h. plus one hour 
per 1000-2000 feet of ascent (Naismith's rule).  

This range includes what most hikers would 
consider to be an "average" pace to keep up for a 
full day. The equation however, may not hold for 
very slow strolls or for cross-country running. 

The type of terrain has a decided effect on 
the energy expended in walking a given distance 
cross-country. The experiments on which Table 
III is based were performed in variable weather 
and at various times of the year. The results 
therefore, are applicable to ouite variable types 
of ground and weather (which markedly alters 
the characteristics of the ground). The equation 
is not, however, valid for a full day's walking 
through bogs or on snow where soft, unreliable 
footing causes "heavy" going and much more 
energy to be used. Nor can it be used when climb-
ing on rock or ice as the energy then required 
varies markedly with the technical difficulty of 
the pitch and with the skill of the climber. 

The activities of the day, during the time 
when not walking, have a considerable effect on 
the total energy expenditure. The equation, how-
ever, is based on the assumption that the time 
when not walking is spent lying or sitting and 
expending little energy. Moreover, once the 
energy expenditure is over about 4000 kcals /day 
due to walking there is usually little time or 
inclination left to do anything but rest. At very 
low levels of energy expenditure (below ,bout 
3000 kcals /day) walking only occupies a few 
hours and leaves time and vitality to indulge in 
other strenuous activities. Thus at these lower 
levels the assumption that most of the rest of 
the time is occupied in lying or sitting is no 
longer true. Consequently in such cases the 
equation gives a result which is much lower than 
the true energy expenditure. Nevertheless, we 
are justified in saying that if the energy expendi-
ture as estimated by the equation is below 2500 
kcals /day then the walking part of the day will 
be very easy. Whether the day as a whole is easy 
or not will depend on what other strenuous 

to page 26, please 
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Closeup of leader on 

piton traverse left under overhang. 

On second day during "Northwest Passage." 

Aerial Photo by Tim Auger 

'Alo'Awes! 
Just thirty miles north of Vancouver, B.C., on 

the shores of fjord-like Howe Sound, rises a huge 
smooth-walled granite rock formation to the 
elevation of 2,100 feet. Some maps label it the 
"Stwamus Chief", but popular nomenclature calls 
it the "Squamish" Chief because the booming 
industrial town of Squamish lies less than a mile 
from the northern extremity of its granite walls. 

The view here typifies the British Columbia 
Coast Range, almost the ultimate manifestation 
of scenic grandeur. Behind the tranquil waters 
of the sound are dark fir forests and a specter of 
snow-capped peaks, with facing walls that sug-
gest depth as nothing else can. 

While The Chief does not touch the climbing 
potential of Yosemite Valley, there is no climbing 
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area of such major proportions in North America 
that is so near a major metropolis. However, its 
potential as a climbing attraction was dormant 
until May of 1965 when four of us completed a 
Grade VI climb, but this does not end such possi-
bilities. This was the direct west face by a route 
line that I had detected in 1959, when three of us 
made the first major technical climb from bot-
tom-to-top via the Squamish Buttress, or "south 
arete." The next major route to the top of The 
Chief was via the Angel's Crest, a two-day affair 
completed by Hank Mather, Les MacDonald, and 
the writer. Misconceptions persisted as a result 
of the "Grand Wall" route on the west face, 
climbed in 1961 by Ed Cooper and Jim Baldwin. 
In their accounts they assume their route was 



Photo by Fred Beckey 

Squamish Chief showing "Northwest Passage" route on 
west face. Summit is 2100 feet above sea level. 

Aerial Photo by Tim Auger 

Leader and belayer on "Northwest Passage" route on the 
Squamish Chief in British Columbia. This pitch is perpen-
dicular. The white areas are denudation of lichen, and 
denote overhangs or water streaks. 

Passage' on the Squeinish Chief 
By Fred Beckey 

the first important technical route on the walls of 
The Chief. For all the work they chose to become 
involved with, including the placement of 138 
bolts, their route pattern has little logic, as it 
climbs blank areas where two different crack 
systems could have been followed, and then 
makes a final exit from the west face 200 feet 
shy of the summit rim. 

In January of 1965, Eric Bjornstad, Alex Ber-
tulis, and I tramped through deep snow from the 
highway to the base of the northerly of these 
crack systems to explore a "Northwest Passage" 
which would be a direct classic route up the west 
face. The clutch of winter had frozen patches of 
ice and verglas on the great wall, white and shiny 
in the clear and transparent air. The tracery of  

snow on the walls made route planning simple. In 
several later winter weekend explorations we 
climbed a number of pitches and left a store of 
equipment at the high point. It was interesting to 
learn that it was quite possible to climb on the 
route, though slowly, under winter conditions. 
Needless to say, this was cold and arduous work. 
Ice had to be pried out of cracks, but the smooth 
slabs were clean. On one occasion our adventure 
ended by a series of rappels down the lower ver-
tical walls in a swirling snowstorm. 

While it was our original intention to make the 
climb in one continuous push, it was not possible 

to page 27, please 
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Energy Requirements continued from page 23 

activities there are. 
The energy expenditure of a twenty-four 

hour period must be estimated; this will normally 
be from midnight to midnight, but if travelling 
overnight it can be altered to suit. If possible, the 
twenty-four hours should include all the walking 
done that day. e.g. if walking from 1 p.m. to 1 :30 
a.m. then the twenty-four hours under considera-
tion should be 2 a.m. — 2 a.m. Without consider-
able alteration the equation cannot be used to 
estimate the energy expenditure of any period 
shorter than twenty-four hours. 

All the measurements and experiments on 
which the equation is based were made on young, 
adult males (15-25 years of age). It is therefore 
unknown if the equation may be applied to fe-
males, children or older males. In any case the 
meaning to be derived from the figures obtained 
by the equation (Table IV) should probably be 
altered for individuals of different age or sex. 
Example We may now consider more fully the 
example given earlier. For a single day's expedi-
tion of six miles on roads, six miles cross-country 
and two thousand feet of ascent we found that 
the estimated energy expenditure was 3600 kcals 
/day. If all members of the party weigh between 
125 and 160 pounds no correction is needed for 
individual variation. If packs of 30 lbs. weight are 
to be carried the energy expenditure will be 
3600>< (140 + 30) = 4370 kcals /day. 

140 
From Table IV this route without packs would 

be tiring, but not too strenuous for young (14-15 
years), relatively inexperienced or not very fit 
people; but too much for a beginner's first expe-
dition or for very unfit people. With packs it is 
a fairly hard day, but by no means exhausting for 
fit, experienced adults. It is, however, too much 
for unfit people, beginners or young people. If to 
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be repeated with a pack for many days in succes-
sion it would be very hard work for any but fit, 
experienced adults, who were in training at the 
time. If the route was to be done in very bad 
weather conditions on difficult terrain, or 
through soft snow the energy expenditure would 
be much greater — perhaps 5000-5500 kcals / day 
with pack, and the difficulty proportionately 
greater. 
SUMMARY 

The following equation is produced and proven 
to enable an estimation (accuracy ± 10%) to be 
made of the energy expenditure of any mountain 
walking expedition: 

E = 100 (10 + R + 2C + 4H) 
where 
E — energy expenditure (kcals/24 hours) 
R = distance on roads (miles! day) 
C = distance cross-country (miles /day) 
H = height climbed (thousands of feet/day) 

Using this equation the difficulty of any pro-
posed route may be quickly and easily found. 
Adjustments are given for varying body weight 
and for carrying packs. The equation most ac-
curately applies to fit, experienced, young adult 
males, walking at a normal pace. Very difficult 
terrain, extremely bad weather and particularly 
soft snow cause the true energy expenditure to 
be 10-40% greater than that estimated by the 
equation. The meaning to be attached to the 
figures for energy expenditure is explained by 
tables and examples. 

The use of this equation should permit a much 
more intelligent estimation of the difficulty of 
any proposed route. It is hoped that it will help 
to prevent the undertaking of a route beyond the 
powers of the party and so reduce the number of 
accidents due to exhaustion or benightment with 
subsequent exposure. 
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NORTHWEST PASSAGE from page 25 

to muster a party available during the one period 
this would require. The obstacles conquered in 
the winter made it possible to muster a party in 
early May and push the climb through in 21/2  
days, with 2 bivouacs. Our foursome included 
Hank Mather, Leif Patterson, Alex Bertulis, and 
myself. 

Brilliant weather and mild temperatures put 
zest into our climbing, and made it a pleasurable 
struggle. The many difficult pitches climbed 
earlier were now behind us, including the fear-
some overhanging headwall that caps out at 
about the 900-foot level. A severe fifth-class 
pitch led to one of the West's most exposed belay 
ledges on this headwall. The next seventy feet of 
direct-aid overhung so much that the hauling line 
hung out over thirty feet from the ledge; to top 
it, piton placing was extremely difficult. Those 
who prusiked here spun like spiders far from the 
wall. The only task made simpler by the great 
overhang was the hauling of loads. 

On our first night's bivouac 'we tied into pitons 
and small evergreen shrubs hanging from the 
wall. Far below us the twinkling l'ghts from the 
streets of Squamish glowed in the dark. Civiliza- 

tion seemed to merge with wilderness within a 
few feet. The waters of Howe Sound shimmered 
in the starlight, as we watched the movement of 
both cars and boats far below. Watching over us 
to the north was the snowy mass of Garibaldi, 
faintly visible against the black sky. 

In the morning we followed a long piton tra-
verse that led to a "dead-end" ledge. Here we met 
with the only really blank area on the route, a 
smooth 80-degree wall bisected by an overhang. 
One difficult pitch here required 16 bolts and 
many pitons to complete a difficult traverse be-
neath a large overhang. Most of the iron here 
had to be placed upside-down behind expanding 
flakes. 

We were fortunate to find a spacious ledge for 
the final bivouac, and on the final day explored 
our way along an exposed ramp that led leftward 
and up, close to the summit rim. The last problem 
was a wall climbed with knife-blades and tied-off 
pitons, all for aid, just barely holding. Cleaning 
the pitch, I mantled onto the edge of the rim. 
Just as I was getting my weight off the final 
piton, it came out on the rope. Local climbers and 
photographers had come up the trail on the 
"back-side" to meet us, and for once, we had 
ample help toting the equipment back to our cars. 
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LETTERS 
(Editor's Note: We received some 

letters questioning the techniques set 

forth in Tom Hall's article, "A Spe-

lunker's View of Prusicking," Dec., 

1965 SUMMIT. We asked William Cud-

dington, an expert authority in the 

field of caving, to comment on the 

article.) 

Dear Editor: 

Thank you for asking for my comments 

on your recent article "Prusiking for 

Spelunkers."* Over the past 15 years 

I have made an attempt to personally 

use as many ascending and descending 

techniques as I could find applicable 

to cave exploration. The longest drop 

I have made, both descending and 

ascending, was at Whiteside Mountain 

(635 feet) in North Carolina. Here are 

my comments. 

I. Rope Comparison. For sling mater-

ial I prefer 5/16 inch diameter for use 

in caves. Smaller diameter slings have  

better holding power (on 1/2 inch or 

7/16 inch main line) but frequently tend 

to jam. The fastest combination I have 

ever used is 3/8 inch manila on dry 

1/2 inch goldline. 

Material. Manila slings have 

worked well on a manila or nylon 

climbing line, but under muddy condi-

tions sometimes a six ring prusik has 

been necessary to hold properly. Nylon 

slings have worked fair on manila, but 

have tended to jam on some nylon 

climbing lines. (Example: Goldline 

slings on Goldline main line.) 

The best slings for muddy conditions 
that I have found are made of Tenstren 

(Puritan Mills), however some of the 

outer fibers sometimes break indicating 

that it is somewhat brittle. One set of 

Tenstren slings has lasted 5,000 feet 

for me. 

Knots. Many times I have had a 

four ring prusik slip on a muddy rope 
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and by adding another turn have found 

the knot to grip excellently. The prusik 

works better for me than other knots I 

have tried. 

I would hardly call the use of Jumar 

ascenders cheating. They do wear out 

more quickly on a muddy rope just as 

a brake bar or carabiner will wear more 

quickly when used for a rappel on a 

muddy gritty rope. 

The Huntsville Alabama Grotto held 

a prusik race Labor Day, which was 

split into three classes: the mechani-

cal class, two knot prusik, and three 

knot prusik class. In this 100-foot 

climb Jumars were clocked faster, but 

on long drops the arms get tired when 

using Jumars. Mr. Dale Chase of Indi-

ana has climbed 426 feet in 18 minutes 

with the three knot system, and with 

Jumars he took 21 minutes to cover the 

same distance, using much more energy. 

The Jumar record for this climb is 20 

minutes and 20 seconds by Mr. Jim 

Richards of Indiana. 

Attaching slings to body. John 

Cole and I used a two knot prusik tech-

nique utilizing both a swiss-seat and 

chest connection for our ascent Of 

Whiteside Mountain and found the climb 

to be very comfortable, fast, and effi-

cient. Richard Schrieber and Kirk 

Holland made this ascent comfortably 

using a Horse girth for a chest harness. 

Gain per cycle. I am 5'11" tall 

and with a three knot rig can only effi-

ciently take a step of 26 to 28 inches. 
All the cavers I know take 20 to 30 

inch steps. Richard Schrieber and Kirk 

Holland, who were the top two men in 

the three knot class of the prusik race, 

took a step between 24 and 30 inches. 

In a prusik climb, to ascend efficiently 

most of the strain should be on the 

legs. 

H. Two Knot System. My maxi-

mum step with two knots is 24 inches. 

William Plummer of the Baltimore 

Grotto of the NSS invented and perfect-

ed this system. He has worked out a 

formula which has to do with sling 

lengths according to a Derson's height. 

I suggest that you follow this formula.  

This method is fast, efficient, and 

clocked faster than three knots in thc 

prusik race. 
A. Spinning. This is a problem 

to the vertical caver. I recommend us-

ing braided nylon rope. Plymouth no  

longer makes braided goldline, which 

is an excellent caving rope. However, 

Samson Cordage Company of Boston, 

Massachusetts manufactures a two and 

one braided nylon which is a fine rope. 

Their 1/2 inch has a breaking strength 

made of the highest quality chrome-

moly steel, hand-forged, then tempered 
to perfection. Designed for maximum 
strength, minimum weight. 

OFFSET 

HORIZONTAL 

PITONS... 
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LETTERS 
of 7,000 pounds and their 7/16 diamet-
er tests at 6,000 pounds. A horizontal 
wrap rappel device on a braided rope 
has never caused me to spin more than 
one revolution on any free fall drop. 
Examples of horizontal wrap devices 
are brake bars, rappel spools, and 
brake bar racks. 

B. Rappels. The man in the illustra-
tion should have a hard hat, headlamp, 
and I might add, gloves. Using two 
well-grooved brake bars on 7/16 layed 
goldline for a descent into Green's Well 
(220-foot free fall drop), I had to snub 
rope over my hip with both hands to 
maintain control. During this descent, 
as an emergency measure, I flipped the 
rope around one leg similar to the illus-
tration in Mr. Hall's article, which 
brought me to an abrupt halt and cre-
ated some spin. I consider wrapping the 
rope around the legs and feet as just 
an emergency measure to maintain con-
trol. When teaching rappel techniques 
I advocate never removing the braking 
hand from beneath the friction device. 
Using Cole's brake bar rack as a rap-
pel device provides an easily con-
trolled desceht since it allows one to 
adjust the friction at any time. 

For Your Wilderness Vacation 
and Mountain Safety 

BASIC 
MOUNTAINEERING 

Revised Second Edition 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 

If not available in book or mountain- 
eering stores near you, write us 
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Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O. Box 525, San Diego, California 
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Swinging. This danger is exag-
gerated; it would be very hard to de-
velop a 50-foot arc while rappelling. 

However, too much swinging about has 
caused ropes to fray on ledges. 

Belays. Belays have caused prob-
lems but these can be minimized by 

using brake bars on a braided rope. I 
seldom use a belay on a long descent, 
but I cannot condemn it. I have never 

heard of anyone being killed in a cave 
while rappelling with a belay. 

IX. Prusiking out of crevasses. This 
is what Jumars were made for. If a 

climber falls into a crevasse, it is pos-
sible that he might be dangling in free 
space by the belay rope. It would be a 
simple matter to snap a pair of Jumars 
to the rope and quickly ascend. This 

would be easier than fumbling with 
prusik knots with numb fingers. 

William F. Cuddingtion 
Lacey Springs, Alabama 
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Bear Lake, California 92315. 

WANTED: SUMMIT January, October, 

1962 issues; 1960, 1961, 1962, 1964 

indexes. Richard Fuhrman, 701 Grand, 

Troy, New York. 
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exr erienced packer (available at the Meling 
Ranch) , it is extremely easy for a hiker to be-
come hopelessly lost. 

To avoid the pitfalls that can turn an enjoyable 
wilderness outing in the San PedroMartir into an 
unpleasant, harrowing experience, three sugges-
tions are offered that should be heeded in addi-
tion to the standard preparations for a mountain 
backpack trip. 

Geographical knowledge of the sierra is 
an absolute requirement for anyone planning a 
trip into the range without a guide. One simply 
cannot trust to stay on the right trails, no matter 
how careful he may be. He must know where he 
is going, how far it is, and most important, the 
true compass direction. He should become famil-
iar with the positions of protruding landmarks 
such as the forked summit of El Diablo, which 
can be seen from almost any highpoint on the 
plateau, and know the approximate position of 
his destination in relation to these landmarks. 

At least three quarts of water should be 
carried on trips into the high country. Water is 
available, but sources are often widely separated 
and sometimes difficult to locate. Permanent 
running water on the plateau can be found in the 
meadows of La Grulla, La Encantada, La Corona, 
and Santo Tomas, and in several widely separated 
westside arroyos. Springs that cannot always be 
trusted are located in or around most of the other 
large meadows. All of the major eastside canyons 
carry year-around streams. 

Hikers entering the range should be in 
excellent physical condition. The high country is 
vast and distances are deceptive. Allowances 
should be made for occasionally getting off route, 
necessitating more travel time. A projected ten 
mile hike can easily turn out to be twice that far. 

A suggested backpack outing into the San 
Pedro Martir high country is the popular circle 
trip, taking about one week and visiting most of 
the major points of interest on the tableland. 
Leaving the Socorro road above the Meling 
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Ranch (the type of vehicle determines how far 
above the ranch), the trail angles up the divided 
western scarp to La Corona Meadow, then over 
Corona Gap and down into the heavily forested 
plateau country to Vallecitos, a sprawling cluster 
of large and small meadows. The none-too-distinct 
trail then heads southeast and gradually rises to 
the small clearings of Los Llanitos, near the top 
of a long rocky ridge known as La Tasajera. A 
short side trip gets one to the eastern h'ghpoint 
of the ridge, a forested peak known as "Blue 
Bottle" (allegedly because some Gringos once 
left a blue bottle there). Marvelous views of the 
eastern drop-off and mighty El Picacho del 
Diablo make this detour worthwhile. After cross-
ing La Tasaj era the trail turns southwest, skirts 
the huge clearing of La Encantada, and enters 
well-watered, marshy La Grulla Meadow. From 
here a side trip of a day or two can be made south 
to large Santa Rosa Meadow, the crumbling adobe 
and stone ruins of long abandoned Mission San 
Pedro Martir (from which the sierra received its 
name) , or to lonely Santa Eulalia Meadow, the 
southern limit of the Yellow Pine forests. From 
La Grulla the main trail heads northwest, crosses 
the trickling stream of Lk Zanja, and drops off 
the western scarp. After crossing several rocky 
ridges, the trail reaches La Jolla Junction, where 
it forks. The right, shorter fork returns to the 
road at the Oaks, a small grazing pasture. The 
left fork descends to the road at Socorro. The 
total distance of the circle tour, minus side trips, 
is about fifty miles. 

To those with an adventurous spirit, a trip 
into the wild San Pedro Martir high country 
should be an enjoyable and satisfying experience. 
Part of the appeal of the wilderness is in explor-
ing the little known, discovering new vistas, pio-
neering untried routes. But this high country is 
no place to travel alone, unbriefed, ill-equipped, 
or inadequately conditioned. One should enter its 
Portals with the enthusiasm of adventure tem-
pered with respect, sober admiration, and careful 
forethought. 
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WEST RIDGE 
mountaineering 

12010 west pico blvd, los angeles / phone 477-5250 

 

 

by Larry Reynolds 

 

I.S.M.M. 1966 
WINGS AND SKIS. . . . March 

Spring high mountain skiing with Herman Geiger's ski-equipped aircraft. 

Plus selected alpine lifts; 10,000-foot descents. 

HIGH ROUTE.. . . April 
Ski mountaineering on "Haute Route," Chamonix to Zermatt, diploma. 

ALPINE CLIMBING. . . . June, July, August 
Ten-day courses using synthesis of international techniques. 

All levels of experience: beginner to expert. 

Guide ratio 2 to 1. 

Expert instruction on rock, ice, and mixed. 

Graduation climb according to conditions, ability. 

Possibilities: Chamonix Aiguilles, Matterhorn, Eiger. 

ALPINE MIRROR. . . . June, July August 
Five-day field study and lectures in natural history of Alps. 

CLIMBERS' RIVIERA. . . . September 
Rock climbing and skin diving on coast of France. 

WRITE: 
International School of Modern Mountaineering 

1854 Leysin, SWITZERLAND 
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The finest and most complete stock of imported, 
domestic and custom-made camping and 

climbing equipment in the world. 

GREAT VALUES AT CO-OP PRICES! 

Patronage Dividends to Members 

Write for Free 

48-Page Illustrated Catalog 

1525-F 1 1 th Avenue 

Seattle, Wash. 98122 


